Abstract
Introduction
Auto-exposure (AE) has become one major function of camera systems and many AE algorithms have been developed [1] - [4] to deal with high-contrast lighting conditions. However, most of these algorithms have some drawbacks on either their accuracy or complexity which may prevent them from being applicable to low-capacity camera platforms such as those employing CMOS technologies.
According to [1] , it is difficult to discriminate backlit conditions from front-lit conditions using histogram methods [2] , [3] . Further simulations in this paper shows that the tables and criteria used to estimate lighting conditions are confusing and not consistent.
Other algorithms [3] , [4] used fixed-window segmentation methods to estimate the brightness and lighting conditions. Besides, these papers and [1] only considered images with only one main object. Therefore, these algorithms are not flexible and do not work well with other images in which a main object does not exist.
In [5] , multiple exposure methods were presented to improve the dynamic range of output pictures. Simulation results showed that its algorithm might easily lead to color inconsistency and bad chromatic transitions.
This paper introduces a new approach to control AE which can be used to determine the degree of contrast lighting employing a simple and quick method which is presented in Section 2. Section 3 describes how to decide if the condition is normal lit, excessive back lit or just a condition with a high dynamic range. Then the algorithm uses a simple multiple exposure mechanism to improve the dynamic range of the output image so that more details can be revealed. In Section 4, simulation results are presented. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.
AE algorithm for lighting-condition detection
Lighting conditions can be classified as normal lit, excessive back lit or high contrast. To determine the degree of lighting conditions, the proposed method compares the mean value and the median value of the brightness level of the whole image.
The mean brightness level Bl mean is the average brightness level of the whole image. On the other hand, the median value Bl med is the value of the middle item in a sorted array of brightness levels of all pixels in the image.
Most platforms employing CMOS image sensors (CIS) provide output images in the RGB format. The green component mostly contributes to the luminance of an image. Therefore, to reduce computational complexity, the proposed system uses the green component as the luminance of an image and all steps are performed based on this component.
In an image possessing normal lit condition, the difference D L between Bl mean and Bl med is not significant, especially in the cases of normal and under exposure. However, when an image is captured in back-lit or high-contrast lighting conditions and in cases of under and normal exposure, Bl mean is very different from Bl med . In the case of over exposure, the difference varies unpredictably; nevertheless, in normal-and under-exposed images that possess backlit condition, Bl mean is always larger than Bl med and the difference trend is stable. Fig. 1 shows the difference between these two values for various cases. where D thres is the threshold of the difference value. Bl mean , Bl med , and D L and D thres are used to enhance the proposed modified AE algorithm. According to [1] and [6] , the relationship between the luminance value and the exposure factors can be expressed as
(1) where Bl is the brightness level of the captured image, k is a constant, L is the luminance of the ambient light, G is the gain of the automatic gain control, F/# is an aperture value, and T is the integration time.
Let Bl n and Bl opt denote the brightness levels of the current frame and the frame taken with optimal exposure time. For a certain scene and when both frames are taken continuously within a very short time, L and G remain almost the same. For most cell phones and surveillance cameras employing CMOS technologies, the aperture is fixed at its maximum value, thus F/# is constant. The exposure functions (1) for the current frame and the frame taken with optimal exposure time are
By dividing (2) 
The proposed algorithm uses Bl mean to control AE based on the idea of mid-tone in an iterative way. However, unlike [1] , the optimal brightness level is not fixed. Bl opt may be changed according to the lighting conditions. Besides, since the camera response is not totally linear, the actual values in each condition are obtained by performing a series of experiments.
Let Bl denote the optimal value in the case of over exposure. In real implementation, (6) is convenient for data to be stored in look-up tables (LUT). The mid-tone range Bl mt is [100, 130]. After capturing the first frame, the value of Bl mean is calculated and is used to decide the value of Bl opt as described in Fig. 2 . After that, the optimal exposure time is obtained using (6 
Multiple exposure
After controlling the exposure time so that Bl mean falls into the mid-tone range, the value of Bl med at that optimal exposure level is calculated. Then D L is obtained as the difference between Bl mean and Bl med .
At this stage, a multiple exposure algorithm described in Fig. 3 is employed using two successive frames taken with two different exposure times.
The two frames are fused together as follows:
where F X (x, y) is the color value of the pixel (x, y), X is either R, G, or B component, lo is low exposure, and hi is high exposure.
The multiple exposure mechanism can bring more details to dark areas and over-exposed areas. The frame taken with a lower exposure time provides details; on the other hand, the frame taken with a higher exposure time brightens the fused image.
After image fusion, the updated Bl mean is validated using a modified mid-tone range [90,130].
Simulations
Simulations were carried out using a simple platform employing CMOS image sensors (CIS) with parameter values as follows D thres = 20 log 2 norm opt Bl = 6.8 Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can detect lighting conditions accurately and does not require much computation. Furthermore, the algorithm is independent from the position of the light source and can work well with images with or without a main object.
Because of the non-linear characteristics of CMOS sensors, sometimes it requires that the AE algorithm be iterated more than once since the first calculated exposure value does not return a value in the range of Bl mean in Bl mt . Therefore the overall AE mechanism may include more than one adjusting time.
Tables 1-3 demonstrate simulation results for all cases of lighting conditions. Both Y channel (luminance component in the YCbCr format) and G channel are observed. Simulation results show that G component can be used as the luminance of an image without any significant difference. Furthermore, the lighting condition of each scene is correctly detected as its real condition. In most cases, the number of times the AE mechanism is iterated is less than two. This indicates that the proposed algorithm provides a high accuracy rate and therefore fastens the overall performance. Table 2 , scenes possessing high dynamic range (HDR) conditions are evaluated. After AE controlling, the multiple exposure mechanism is carried out twice. The values of DL also indicate that fused images provide more details than un-fused ones. Table 3 describes simulation results of images taken in normal-lit conditions. The simulation also shows further values of these pictures after fusing using two images taken at half and 1.5 times the optimal exposure time. These experiment results indicate that this multiple exposure mechanism can also provide more details in output images for surveillance systems. 
Conclusion
A new AE algorithm with lighting condition detecting capability has been introduced. The proposed algorithm can quickly estimate an appropriate exposure value after a small number of frames. It can also improve the accuracy and enhance the details of output images.
Using the new mechanism to detect light conditions, the system is flexible and can work well with most images without being affected by the positions of light sources and main objects. Since the algorithm is not computationally complicated, it can be fitted in most CMOS platforms that have limited capabilities such as cell phones and/or surveillance cameras.
